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Abstract
Population policy, once a core environmental concern globally, has long since shifted its focus and is typically informed by considerations of maternal/fetal health. Yet, in many countries, environmental progress will remain elusive as long as the population continues to grow. Israel already exhibits adverse ecological impacts as a result of its rapidly growing population and needs to begin to adopt policies that prioritize demographic stability. This article reviews the current literature as well as the current status of population growth and environmental devastation in Israel, from a public policy perspective. The authors call on Israel and other high-fertility countries to foster strategic discussions about sustainable population policies. Along with an emphasis on the intrinsic advantages of small families, they should also include a dispassionate presentation of the anticipated environmental impacts associated with continued demographic growth.
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1. Introduction

Margaret Mead articulated in her work, *Male and Female*, that “every human society is faced not with one population problem but with two. How to beget and rear enough children and how not to beget and rear too many. The definition of ‘enough’ and ‘too many’ varies enormously.”¹ Nearly every country on the planet currently faces one side of this dilemma or the other. If done judiciously and with constant monitoring, societal stability, and a sharp eye to the future, policies can find the balance between *too few* and *too many* in an effort to ensure that population growth remains within the boundaries of environmental resources.

Accelerated industrialization at the turn of the twentieth century and more recent technological advancements have brought about demographic transitions in most developed countries. Together with the adoption of voluntary family planning programs and advances in education, we have witnessed a 50% decline in the global birthrate over the past forty years.² Furthermore the majority of countries belonging to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) have experienced declining birthrates well beyond expectations.³ While it is typically assumed that overpopulation is no longer a germane issue for the developed world, in fact populations in countries like the United States, Canada and Australia are all steadily expanding at rates ranging between 0.7 and 1.6 percent annually. As a result of the geometric nature of population growth, past peak global fertility has brought the global population to the unprecedented population densities found today – as the world inches closer to eighth billion people, concerns mount about our ability to sustain another two or three billion beyond that.

Playing in European basketball leagues, competing in the Eurovision contest and participating in EU scientific consortia identify Israel, in the eyes of many, as an essentially European country. Indeed, Israel’s economic reality and cultural norms are certainly comparable to the continent. In one vital
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area – demographic dynamics – Israel is anything but European. Rather, Israel’s fertility rate resembles those found in developed countries experiencing rapid population increase. What causes Israel to stand out between the developed and the developing worlds is that population growth has yet to stifle Israel’s economic progress: in 1962, per capita GDP was a mere 1,132 USD; today it has reached 43,600 USD.\(^4\) Even still, there are growing signs that quality of life is suffering due to the expanding quantity of life. Israel’s total fertility rate (TFR), of 3.1 per woman, is roughly twice the average of OECD countries. The resulting impact of such population growth on Israel’s environment has been pernicious and raises important questions about the balance between population growth and environmental resources of a nation or a region.

Significant challenges hinder the implementation of population management policies. Fertility is a deeply personal and private matter, informed by cultural and religious mores.\(^5\) Several studies suggest that environmental motivations may lack sufficient influence to drive behavioral changes and fertility decisions.\(^6\) Economic motivations have proven to be effective, although not universally, in reducing birthrates.\(^7\) They are surely more persuasive when supported by a clear societal narrative venerating population stability together with a public relations campaign.\(^8\) That is because non-economic factors based on religion or culture play central roles in influencing fertility decisions.\(^9\) Nationalism and the desire
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\(^4\) “Israel GDP per Capita,” CEIC Data, updated April 19, 2020, https://www.ceicdata.com/en/indicator/israel/gdp-per-capita. While Israel’s economy has grown 40-fold, its population has increased 10-fold – the most rapid population growth seen in a developed country.


for increased birth rates to populate both the country as well as fill the armed forces frequently sanctifies the woman’s role as mother above all else, damaging or eliminating a woman’s ability to exercise self-agency in choosing whether to become a mother, or how frequently. Globally, preference for a large family size remains one of the core determinants of high fertility. Population management policies must navigate these disparate motivations in a culturally sensitive manner, even before they begin to address the environmental consequences of continued population growth.

Overpopulation’s impact on the environment worldwide is beginning to elicit powerful arguments encouraging reduced birth rates. An acceptance that population size is a core driver of climate change is emerging. Reducing population size likely offers the greatest single most efficient measure to ameliorate future carbon dioxide emissions for the developed world. Sustainable demographic policies are a critical element for driving the success of climate change mitigation programs. The role of population pressures is even more self-evident in the area of biodiversity loss. The famous adage “more people – less nature” is playing out across the planet as 60 percent of wildlife on the planet has disappeared over the past forty-five years. The conventional scientific wisdom is that we are witnessing Sixth Extinction dynamics. Indeed, the UN sponsored Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services recently reported that one million species are in danger of extinction.

16 “Nature’s Dangerous Decline ’Unprecedented’. Species Extinction Rates ’Accelerating’,” Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services, IPBES (2019),
Our research begins with a brief historic review of global demographic dynamics and the evolution of a myriad of processes which have come to inform population policies around the world. We then turn to consider factors that motivate an individual’s fertility decisions, including economic conditions, the status of women, cultural and religious norms, the role of education, etc. In addition, we find that even though carrying capacity considerations should make the environment an important driver of population size, we find that its role has actually diminished in recent years. The dynamics associated with these factors need to be considered when designing population management strategies to address population growth on a country-by-country basis.

We then turn to the specific demographic circumstances of Israel.\(^{17}\) The Israeli case is particularly germane for developing countries with rapid population growth as well as for developed countries still facing population growth, albeit at lower rates. Israel exhibits an extremely high population density which increasingly compromises quality of life, in particular vis-à-vis climate change. As a multi-cultural society, ethnic tensions and competition inform demographic dynamics, often with minimal regard for the environmental consequence. Much of the country’s historic population growth has been due to pro-immigration policies; the increasingly crowded reality, however, is raising questions about the sustainability of a constantly expanding population. Israel is beginning to come to terms with the necessity to balance population growth with available natural resources both to combat climate change and ensure the continued quality of life Israelis have come to demand, which includes access to open spaces and nature.

Israel’s experience belies the oxymoronic ideology of “sustainable growth.” As the world increasingly comes to realize that any meaningful progress in addressing the climate crises requires a stable population, the Israeli experience is germane. While tactically, environmental framing may not offer the most effective motivation, stabilizing population cannot be excluded from a broad agenda of sustainability if countries are to move onto a sustainable path. As developing countries become more prosperous and emerge as rapidly growing, affluent nations, sustainable population policies will become increasingly critical for successfully addressing their most pressing environmental and societal challenges. The Israeli dynamics suggest that while environmental arguments

\(^{17}\) For the purpose of this paper Israel includes the territories known as the West Bank and the Golan Heights.
may not need to be in the front of sustainable population campaigns, demography can no longer be ignored by sustainability advocates or vice versa. This research focuses on the dynamics of Israeli population growth as a case study to inform other high-TFR countries. It highlights the importance of fully understanding the cultural and social factors at play within the economic context and the potential role of environmental concerns as a catalyst for creating a holistic and sustainable population policy.

2. Population Policy: From Environmental Motivations to Maternal Health Drivers

The evolution of population policy and the emergence of demography as a discipline provide a valuable background to understanding how current conversations around population growth are embraced or abhorred. Perfunctory familiarity with the historical transitions and motivations is necessary for the success of modern day population policy efforts. Environmental limitations were once a core consideration in assessing the viability of population size. But in recent years this orientation has been in retreat. As a result of religious, feminist and political dogma, along with the complicated history of colonization, raising concerns about the impact of population size on the environment have become significantly more sensitive, and in some circles, even taboo.

Among the many profound technological advances and societal changes over history, the Industrial Revolution serves as a particularly salient demographic milestone. As populations grew rapidly, Thomas R. Malthus framed the implicit conflict between exponential human expansion and the arithmetic growth of food production as not just an economic but also an environmental challenge. This contributed to a worldview, especially pervasive among colonial British elites, that hunger amongst the poor was an indication that a specific population had overpopulated, exceeding local carrying capacities. The implication was that their pitiful fate was both self-imposed and ineluctable, given environmental constraints. In short, if someone could not feed their family, they should not have more, or even any children at all. Malthus’ influence reached across the Atlantic where population management was perceived as an essential tool for alleviating poverty. Post-WWII, wealthy private donors, such
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as Rockefeller, Gamble, Ford and their foundations, convinced U.S. Presidents Johnson and Nixon to make foreign aid provided by USAID conditional on provision of family planning and contraceptive programs in recipient countries. US-driven global population planning was firmly focused on the alleviation of poverty. Environmental concerns remained on the agenda, although secondary to addressing poverty.

As the United States emerged from the post-WWII baby boom, efforts to refocus the conversation on population growth and the environment came from scholars like Paul R. Ehrlich and Garrett Hardin. Their publications reignited the Population-Environment (P-E) dialogue. U.S. Presidents Johnson and Eisenhower both acknowledged the need to invest in population planning programs, even at the United Nations. The publication of *The Limits to Growth* by the Club of Rome in 1972 offered scientific validation of the unsustainable nature of geometric, global population growth. While it gained considerable traction amongst ecological advocates, addressing high fertility and its associated environmental impacts remained beyond the realm of mainstream demographic policy considerations. Women’s health and poverty alleviation came to dominate the discourse, even as the UN began to convene global population conferences every decade.

Over the course of thirty years, UN conferences on population (1974 in Bucharest, Romania; 1984 in Mexico City, Mexico; 1994 in Cairo, Egypt), witnessed a dramatic shift in the way the international community perceived global population growth and management. Delegates from developing nations pushed back against efforts to address poverty reduction through population management, decrying this worldview as neo-colonial and racially motivated. Poverty, they argued, was the result of under-development and exploitation at the hands of the international capitalist system. As right-leaning movements galvanized in the mid-1980s, efforts to discuss family planning, contraceptive use, and
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abortion were equated with eugenics and genocide. This shift effectively quashed efforts on the part of the environmentalists to address population growth on the global stage. The discourse was formally delegitimized in Cairo when population control policies were labelled coercive, even as this was rarely the nature of family planning initiatives. The population issue was now officially framed as a challenge that was potentially disadvantageous to women and their health. Sustainable population policies were excoriated as racist, anti-poor, or even eugenic, even as populations began to decline in various countries. The lack of meaningful discourse on demographic overshoot led the term “population” to become almost unmentionable within many mainstream environmental organizations and nearly absent from the agendas of development institutions, universities, donors, and public health programs. Cairo’s legacy shifted the population discourse to a development discourse with the belief that economic development constituted the most effective strategy for reducing population growth.

Nationalism and the need to maintain population size to preserve the sense of national identity, in times of war and peace, also became a powerful perspective as the global dialogue evolved and continues today. Women have long been placed in the role of needing to reproduce for the sake of the nation. Continuous population growth ensures stature and status in relation to other countries around the world. In times of conflict, while the men go off to fight and perhaps die, the women can birth the next generation, and in particular more soldiers. For instance, during the war with Iraq, Iranian women’s fertility was pushed to its uppermost limits in order to produce a twenty-million man army. The col-

26 Coole, “Too many bodies?”, 195–215.
lective conscience, when mobilized by a sense of nationalism, proved to be very effective in catalyzing a common desire for increasing reproduction.33

As the twenty-first century unfolded, the international environmental movement continued to distance itself from population related policies. Americans disengaged as a result of a number of factors, including declining domestic fertility rates globally, anti-abortion politics, a shift to a focus on women’s issues from population scholars, political rifts, and immigration as the dominant factor in demographic growth.34 This perspective began to resonate around the world, *inter alia*, due to the influence of the U.S. policies via distribution of foreign aid that broadcast these attitudes on the global stage. Globally, environmentalists contended with visibly declining fertility rates throughout the world. Attention shifted to the environmental impact of consumption. The emerging might of the conservative political and religious powers began to influence support for reductions in family planning provisioning. And then the AIDS epidemic which changed the priorities of contraception programs; the shift at the Cairo conference to a focus on coercive family planning; and finally the assumption that couples naturally want to have many children all contributed to the change.35 These factors reveal the complexity not only of the challenge of addressing population growth, but also of the complicated interface between the environment and demography. This long arc of transition from environmental concerns to health and the autonomy of the individual/fetus reveals the enormity of the challenge before the environmental community in reviving concerns about population pressures as a core environmental driver.

Recently, however, apprehensions about population growth in relation to the environment are reemerging in the global dialogue. Publications from the Royal Society (UK) and recent reports from the UN Environmental Programme recognize the difficulty of making ecological progress in the face of growing demographic pressures, and of reintroducing population growth as an environmental driver. In 2005, the UN’s Millennium Ecosystem Assessment returned population growth to the international agenda and identified it as a core, yet indirect, driver of environmental change, especially in land-use and
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Renewed attention to the P-E connection, driven by nonprofits like the Optimum Population Trust (UK) and the Population Institute (U.S.), as well as books, television programs, and films, have begun calling attention to this issue. In 2019, while interviewing iconic zoologist Jane Goodall, England’s very popular Prince Harry made a widely publicized announcement that he and his wife, actress Megan Markle, were limiting their own procreation to “maximum” two children out of concern for the environment. Finally, academics have begun to conduct research on the relationship between population size, carbon footprints, consumption, and environmental impacts. The COVID-19 pandemic refocused international attention on the role of population density in increasing disease infection as well as on the contribution of habitat loss to the outbreak of new zoonotic diseases. Even with this renewed attention to the environmental consequences of population growth and its role as a driver of climate change and biodiversity loss, environmental agendas almost universally do not include population management policies.

3. Demographic Theories and Fertility Motivations

One of the reasons for the pervasive complacency in recent global population discourse is the powerful role played by Demographic Transition Theory (DTT). At some point in their history, most modern nations underwent dramatic shifts in birth rates, seemingly unrelated to any specific public demographic policy: As nations became wealthier, fertility dropped, often dramatically. It is very convenient to have faith that such inexorable demographic transitions will continue to spread, invariably producing a stable, sustainable population on the planet. Unfortunately, for many Western, developed nations, such stability is nowhere in sight.

While DTT was initially applied globally, it has frequently been observed at the national level. In the pre-industrialization (or pre-transitional) first phase, high birth and mortality rates result in long-term population stability with limited growth within these subsistence-based economies. With the development of technologies and medical advancements, lifespans are lengthened and infant mortality declines while fertility rates remain high, resulting in both an increase in quality of life and significant population growth. In time, as the decline in infant mortality becomes normalized, with more children surviving to adulthood, population growth begins to slow and even decline. In the final stage, both birth and death rates decline, resulting in a stabilized population larger than before a transition occurred, and often producing a declining trend.42 In other words, population momentum resulting from this transition process drives continued population growth even after fertility rates began to decline to below replacement rate. The parents of the next, larger generation have already been born.

Evidence suggests that if they wish to achieve sustainable dynamics, countries characterized by high fertility rates must identify their desired demographic target, understand the potential avenues to achieve the stated goal and then craft appropriate policies to realize their demographic future.43 A number of potential policy motivations have been tested and the lessons learned from other nations can inform modern-day nations as they build their own policy. Economic incentives, educational messaging, empowerment of women, ensuring access to contraception and efforts to manipulate cultural, normative, and religious influences are all policy tools available to craft an effective strategy.

43 Weisman, Countdown, 395–414.
3.1 Economic Motivation

States can use a variety of economic incentives or benefits to motivate individual fertility decisions. These include direct cash payments, subsidies for fertility treatments or pregnancy related healthcare, subsidized childcare, or maternity or paternity leave benefits, to name a few. The economic theory of fertility states that the demand for children is a function of individual preferences and the cost of children. Therefore, governmental benefits or incentives should have a positive effect on fertility rates. Yet the influence of financial incentives on fertility behaviors depends largely on the type of benefit offered and families’ specific socio-economic conditions. For example, empirically, direct cash benefits tend to be more positively associated with increased fertility, while maternity leave, both in terms of length and benefits, is not.44

Accordingly, an individual’s economic status plays a role in one’s desire to have more children. Ermisch identified that the more money a woman earns, the less likely she is to have children; conversely, the more money a man earns, the more likely he is to have a larger family. Further, he found that the more expensive the housing costs, the fewer children in a family.45 In the case of both sexes, as men and women reach economic parity a preference for permanent or more advanced forms of contraception is observed.46 Parity in employment opportunities, reductions in social inequality, and the shift away from traditional gender roles all have been shown to result in reduced fertility rates.47 Providing financial benefits and social support mechanisms strengthen family ties which improves the overall happiness of parents in a marriage, thereby supporting parenthood in a society.48 The array of economic incentives and benefits available to

policy makers is significant and varied, requiring thoughtful and analytically rigorous decision-making process in order to *ex ante*, identify and select the most appropriate choices and then evaluate, *ex post*, their impacts.

### 3.2 The Role of Gender and Education

Obtaining education, either as a result of increased investment in the national educational infrastructure, or through targeted encouragement of women to obtain higher education, can result in delays in the decision to have children. Investment in the educational system of a country can allow a government to react to population growth without having to address the subject of population growth directly. This type of thinking suggests that at least for a finite period of time, it is possible to manipulate population growth instead of controlling or managing it directly.

The centrality of empowering women for effective sustainable population programs cannot be overemphasized. Women have been observed to delay their decision to have children in order to enroll in higher education newly available to them or to finish their academic degrees. This is consistent with the previously observed trend of women with a 4-year college degree delaying their first child to a later age compared to those without the degree. It is interesting to note that as educational level increases, so too, does earning potential. This confirms the view, first forwarded by Nobel Prize winning economist, Gary Becker, that higher earning women are less likely to have larger families based on the assumption that in light of the opportunity costs, their career is prioritized over a large family. When salaries do increase, research has found that women are happier with larger families. This presents a challenge to countries hoping to reduce fertility rates by incentivizing women’s education. Much in the same light as economic incentives, policy makers must clearly understand their goals and
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motivations in order to select the most appropriate educational drivers to influence fertility decisions. At the same time, the intrinsic ethical and economic value of empowering and educating women make such interventions “no regrets” policies.

3.3 Cultural, Religious, and Normative Forces

Cultural factors, specifically departures from traditional ways of life, have shown to be significant factors in changing fertility patterns. This includes changes in traditional, gender defined roles and limitations upon women’s advancement, as well as hierarchical status between the sexes and generations. As young women seek out less traditional roles in their families and in society, birthrates decline. \(^{54}\) Cultural influences are powerful in determining the number of children people want to have, even in cases where an individual wants fewer and the surrounding environment broadcasts its preference for larger families. \(^{55}\) In climates that are receptive to women wanting fewer children, allowing them to recognize their “latent desire” to have fewer children, along with unfettered access to contraception, results in reduced fertility rates. \(^{56}\)

Religiosity has played a role in individual fertility decisions throughout developed countries primarily across the Abrahamic religious traditions. \(^{57}\) Further, those with a strong religious identity also self-report greater happiness, suggesting a relationship between family size and happiness that may be a result of societal norms driven by a religious community or belief system. \(^{58}\) It should be noted that numerous studies suggest that smaller families actually tend to be happier than larger ones. \(^{59}\) While happiness is a challenging criterion to evaluate, self-reporting has proven to be a reasonable measurement mechanism and
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the consistency of studies showing a casual association between smaller and happier families supports its validity.\textsuperscript{60}

In many cultures, marriage is a core social norm. Some societies value conformity with social norms, while others do not ascribe such significance to an individual’s adherence to them.\textsuperscript{61} As more of a given age cohort partners up in marriage, single individuals, especially women, are increasingly perceived as deviating from the norm.\textsuperscript{62} Many in the field of population and environment policy hoped that environmentalist Stephanie Mills’ bold pronouncement to remain childless would inspire and validate a whole new generation of women to have fewer or no children. Mills’ focus on the cost-benefit calculations that parents can make balancing professional development against decisions to have children, however, remained anomalous.\textsuperscript{63}

All of these issues become more complex as a growing number of countries face declining populations as a result of local fertility rates dropping below replacement level and as local citizens grapple with the challenges of emigration patterns. In Italy, parts of Germany, as well as the states of Vermont and New Hampshire in the United States, declining population necessitates efforts to incentivize immigration or migration, or simply to market the area as appealing for new families.\textsuperscript{64} The actuarial integrity of pension funds in these shrinking communities is being tested and many have begun to adjust fiscal policies so as to provide necessary services to their dwindling populations. For example, providing schooling to children sparsely spread over a rural area necessitates a different approach than a traditional schooling model with classrooms of 30 children and one teacher. On both sides of the demographic coin there are policy challenges to be faced.


Notwithstanding a consensus among environmental scientists, efforts by environmental advocates to link the size and growth of population with the associated impact on the environment have faded and overpopulation has been relegated to a peripheral issue in green circles.\textsuperscript{65} The groundbreaking effort to calculate the potential boundaries of the natural resources present on the planet in \textit{The Limits to Growth} was the first publication to systematically draw attention to the finite nature of the planet’s natural resources and the challenges of unchecked population growth.\textsuperscript{66} \textit{Our Common Future} (also known as the Brundtland Report) was a subtle, but seminal call to pay attention to population growth within the framework of a new sustainability dialogue.\textsuperscript{67} The report’s authors drew attention to issues including the ability to choose one’s family size; the interconnectedness of human actions and the environment; the interplay between poverty, development, and the environment; unsustainable rates of growth in parts of the world; the need for an informed public to foster support for difficult choices; and the complex and multi-faceted nature of population growth management. The authors astutely identified the need to overcome “sectoral fragmentation of responsibility” in the hope that with rising income and urbanization would come declining birth rates and changes in women’s roles. More than thirty years later, while the concept of sustainable development has become widely accepted as a common global objective, the associated demographic implications appear to be forgotten.

In a 1988 interview, science fiction laureate Isaac Asimov called out the pressure population growth puts on the environment and the future risks of continued growth.\textsuperscript{68} Six years later, in 1994, physics professor Albert Bartlett cultivated seventeen laws of sustainability, the first one being “population growth and/or growth in the rates of consumption of resources cannot be sustained”.\textsuperscript{69} Until his death, Bartlett continued to champion the idea that sustainable growth is

\begin{itemize}
\item\textsuperscript{65} Iris Alkaher and Nurit Carmi, “Is Population Growth an Environmental Problem? Teachers’ Perceptions and Attitudes towards Including It in Their Teaching,” \textit{Sustainability} 11, No. 7 (2019), doi: 10.3390/su11071994.
\item\textsuperscript{66} Meadows et al., \textit{The Limits to Growth}.
\end{itemize}
impossible and presented a mathematical model to support this claim. The 2005 UN Millennium Ecosystem Assessment identified population growth as a “principal indirect driver of environmental change,” and yet again, population growth and the environment did not assume a meaningful place in the resulting global conversation.

This dynamic is pervasive, even within the scientific community: approximately 4 out of 5 U.S. scientists recognize the strain population growth places on environmental resources but are unwilling to address it. The vast majority of them are simply unwilling to publicly make such a declaration. Researchers have attempted to identify the carbon footprint of humanity as well as of the individual or family unit; reduced reproduction has been shown to result in far more significant environmental benefits than any other lifestyle changes. For instance, individuals are able to calculate their own carbon footprint online. And yet, this calculation is focused on consumption, with recommendations about how to change consumption patterns. The business of reducing population size is left to academics, resulting in a gap in the public’s grasp of the collective impact of ecological footprint calculations.

4. Population Policy in Israel

Located at the cross-roads of Europe, Africa, and Asia, Israel is home to a wide range of habitats along with a noteworthy biodiversity of flora and fauna. Israel’s rapid population growth has left a devastating mark on the environment. The worst is yet to come. Historically, national planning efforts have

72 Robert Engelman, Y eneneh G. Terefe, Gaelle Gourmelon, Joyce Yang et al., Family Planning and Environmental Sustainability: Assessing the Science (Washington, DC: Worldwatch Institute, 2016), 40.
been undertaken with some degree of success to protect open spaces.\textsuperscript{77} Building some 60,000 new homes every year continues to necessitate the further development of more open lands, with over 20 square kilometers of open space lost annually to development.\textsuperscript{78} Israel’s current TFR of 3.1 children per woman is, by far, the highest in the developed world. Should this rate remain constant, within a generation Israel will face a situation of crowding comparable to present-day Bangladesh.\textsuperscript{79} Continued population growth must be carefully managed in order to avoid further destruction of the life-supporting ecological network along with a significant decline in basic social services and infrastructures.

Within the Israeli society, numerous sectors together create an aggregate identity while maintaining their idiosyncratic characteristics within the larger national framework. In this \textit{multicultural} reality, population policies must be \textit{multilateral} in their design to effectively reduce overall fertility rates. Both religion and community are particularly powerful influences on fertility norms within certain sectors.\textsuperscript{80} In Israel, families that identify themselves as religiously observant in the Jewish religious traditions tend to have more children along with a larger ideal family size compared to Israelis who are less connected to religion.\textsuperscript{81} Among religious Muslim families, the phenomenon is less salient. And yet, across all sectors of Israel society large family preferences can be observed relative to OECD norms.\textsuperscript{82} Focusing on the associated environmental risks is unlikely to sufficiently raise consciousness about population growth’s adverse effects sufficiently to influence family planning in Israel.\textsuperscript{83} Developing a deeper and more nuanced understanding of the role of group ideology, economic motivations, and religion on personal procreation choices will be critical to constructing effective, sustainable population policies.

The country’s history of pro-natal policies has profoundly influenced demographic dynamics: throughout the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s the nation grew by 1 million new citizens each decade. Since the 1980s, as a result of increased fertility rates, along with the significant immigration from the former-USSR

\textsuperscript{78} Michal Sorek and Idan Shapiro, eds., \textit{Doch Matzav haTeva Yisrael 2016} [State of Nature Report Israel 2016] (Tel Aviv: HaMaarag, 2016).
\textsuperscript{79} Ben-David, “Overpopulation and demography in Israel.”
\textsuperscript{80} Okun, “Religiosity and fertility,” 475–507.
\textsuperscript{81} Landau, “Religiosity, nationalism and human reproduction,” 64–80.
\textsuperscript{82} Ben-David, “Overpopulation and demography in Israel,” 2.
\textsuperscript{83} Carmi and Tal, “The perceived relationship,” 1–16.
countries, Israel has grown by 1.5 million new citizens each decade.\textsuperscript{84} Today, more than 9 million people live on a landmass of slightly more than 22,000 square kilometers, of which more than 16,000 square kilometers are desert. In addition to the colorful mosaic of Jewish immigrants converging from around every corner of the world, Israel also includes a wide spectrum of levels of observance and practice among its Jewish, Christian, and Muslim citizens.

4.1 Demographic History of Israel

With high birth and death rates, pre-Mandate Palestine most closely resembled the first phase of the DTT. Development expedited by the colonial regime in the British Mandate triggered several characteristics typically found in the second phase of the traditional transition as the nation began to modernize. During these years much of the agricultural efforts focused on cultivating the land to provide enough calories for local residents while also managing the conflicts between the Jewish and Arab residents of the region. This was a period of high mortality rates with poorly developed healthcare and sanitation systems – consistent with the period and the region. While Zionist benefactors in Europe, like the Baron Rothschild, sent experts and technologies to advance development of Jewish communities in pre-Mandate Palestine, these did little to improve the lot of the Palestinian Arab majority. In short, Israel did not experience a classic nineteenth century Industrial Revolution technology shift like that found in other Western countries.

Emerging from its War of Independence, Israel rapidly embarked on a pathway to become a modern nation state, taking advantage of innovations other countries developed during their industrial revolutions. With the removal of the restrictive British immigration quotas after the war, Israel welcomed a steady stream of immigrants from around the world. These immigrants included Holocaust survivors, Jews forced to leave Arab countries, and inspired Zionists wanting to help build the Jewish State. This dramatic number of immigrants, after decades of severely limited immigration under the control of the British Mandate, expanded the local population in manner heretofore unknown. This massive influx of new arrivals also shifted Israel off a traditional DTT trajectory. Even as immigration boosted the Jewish population of Israel, the low birthrates

(between 2 and 3 children per Jewish women) were seen by founding Prime Minister David Ben Gurion as problematic to future Jewish sovereignty in the disputed land.\textsuperscript{85} The government, under Ben Gurion’s direction, encouraged pro-natalist rhetoric and crafted pro-natalist policies focusing on a future with a significantly more robust Jewish population in Israel and an elevated role for women as “mothers”\textsuperscript{86}

Four factors that contributed to the decline in fertility rates across Israeli society, leading up to the establishment of the State, have been identified.\textsuperscript{87} As a country comprised primarily of immigrants, many with strong cultural backgrounds and who initially remained in cloistered communities, absorption into the Zionist culture played a critical role. The longer new immigrants lived in Israel, the more acculturated they were by the newly emerging Israeli norms, in particular the relatively low levels of fertility. Education and social mobility brought greater awareness, access, and utilization of the available contraception options resulting in declining birth rates. Additionally, a younger generation after immigration began shifting away from traditional marriage patterns and family structures. This shift was observed in fewer arranged marriages and greater independence on the part of the children of immigrants as they came of age. Finally, religiosity influenced views about family size and acceptable contraception use. It is important to note that as Israel’s secular majority dominated the political and societal dynamics, religious influence was much less pronounced. Ethnicity and class also affected family size preferences, making it difficult to accurately identify the role of religiosity in family size preferences.

Israel continues to promote a comprehensive and concerted national effort to increase natality among its Jewish citizens. This impulse can be attributed to numerous factors: a response to the decimation of the global Jewish community during the Holocaust; the religious edict to “be fruitful and multiply”; the desire to keep up with the rapidly growing local and regional Arab populations; and the fixation on a “war society” spawned by the ongoing Palestinian-Israeli conflict.\textsuperscript{88}

\textsuperscript{85} Alon Tal, \textit{The Land is Full: Addressing Overpopulation in Israel} (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2016), 79–81.
\textsuperscript{86} Berkovitch, “Motherhood as a national mission,” 605–619.
The family unit was constructed as a central expression of patriotism, critical to the survival of the Jewish People, with a fixation on the role of the family at the national level. Alongside men, who historically served the country in combat roles in the army, women were urged to do their part for the nation by having children. Israeli women today are still raised in a pro-natal, family-oriented culture that values “family life,” a code word for having many children. Today, one’s entrée into adult society rests on parenthood; those without children are often deemed “selfish” or damaged and in need of “repair” through artificial reproductive technologies.

4.2 Population Dynamics in Israel

As mentioned, Israel is comprised of a widely diverse population. Its citizens include secular, Reform, traditional, modern Orthodox, traditional Orthodox, and ultra-Orthodox (i.e., Haredi) Jewish communities. In addition to secular and religious Arab Christian and Arab Muslim populations, two geographically distinct Bedouin communities (northern and southern or Negev), Druze communities, and a handful of other smaller religious minorities live in homogeneous communities dispersed throughout the country. Within the Jewish sectors, fertility rates are stable or rising, even as the women’s average age at first birth is also rising. By way of contrast, amongst Israel’s Arab minorities, in the Israeli Muslim, Christian and Druze sectors fertility rates have fallen dramatically and continue to drop. Given the deeply personal nature of fertility decisions and
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the role religion and tradition play in driving fertility attitudes and behaviors,97 policy in Israel must take into consideration the normative reality in the many religious sub-populations.

Specifically, within the Haredi, Orthodox and Southern Bedouin communities, adherence to community norms are strictly observed, including traditional gender roles (which are slowly changing), attire, foods, and employment practices. Both the Haredi and Southern Bedouin sectors, which exhibit the country’s peak fertility rates, suffer from high rates of poverty. Applying conventional definitions and calculations for poverty are debatable in these sectors. Some argue that defining poverty by average income discounts the differences in lifestyle between the Haredi and secular communities.98 For instance, Haredi society has developed extensive sharing economies within its tight-knit communities, with different economic values and priorities than those found in other sectors of Israeli. Haredi families live in concentrated communities allowing for use of public transit instead of private car ownership, thereby reducing their monthly expenses and the overall income necessary to support a family at a level deemed comfortable. Similarly, Bedouin living in the south of Israel still identify with traditional tribal structures, making a true economic picture of their situation within their societal context difficult to fully characterize.

In contrast to pockets of declining population in Europe,99 not a single geographic region in Israel faces declining population numbers. Nonetheless, the majority of Israelis live in the central corridor of the country, resulting in megalopolis conditions sprawling out from Tel Aviv. Birth rates in the center of the country are comparable to those in the periphery. Israel’s celebrated entrepreneurial spirit and start-up culture, together with religious identity, result in strong beliefs about the redemptive power of technology (and/or a higher being) and its ability to resolve challenges created by population growth, even in the face of irrefutable, discouraging trends.100
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Concerns about crowding as a result of the growing population historically were completely absent from the public discourse. The first signs of such disquiet, however, appear to be emerging. As Israel matures from its pioneering, nation-state building status and joins the ranks of the economically developed nations, the time has come to carefully consider competing demographic trajectories, apply lessons learned from other countries, and formulate a future-oriented, demographic policy.

4.3 Policy options for Israel

Childbearing is a personal decision; overpopulation is a national or global issue. In order to drive successful policy decisions, understanding the tension between individual motivations and national goals is essential. The personal choices each individual or family makes, together with all the other individual choices, result in an aggregate natality trend or pattern. As population size and density grow, the collective behaviors relating to fertility create a culture of natality. In attempting to shift fertility trends in Israel, policy makers have to reconcile two key factors: the intrinsic motivations of the individual to have (or not have) children; and the extrinsic signals from society, encouraging families to have many children. Understanding self-agency and personal efficacy allows policy makers to protect and respect the autonomy of the individual while crafting policy designed to shift individual behaviors that are fundamentally based on the preferences and desires of the individuals. In Israel, in particular, the influence of disparate communities and subpopulations adds a layer of complexity to the design of policy, requiring a balance between the needs of the nation, communities, and individuals. We argue that selecting the most efficacious policy approach requires a clear understanding of the economic, normative, and environmental influences present in Israeli society.

Economic policy considerations. Israel is the only OECD country with both a growing GDP and a TFR far beyond replacement levels. Israel’s debt burden as a percent of GDP is already considered high and continues to grow, inter alia due to the low participation in the workforce among ultra-Orthodox and Israeli Arab communities. The 2018 Ministry of Labor, Social Affairs and Social Services report on the local employment market noted that the percentage of Arab
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women with Israeli citizenship employed is low (38.2%) though rising, having doubled in the last two decades. The Haredi male employment rate (50.2%), however, remains at a standstill and may in fact be slowly declining. In both cases, these populations are typically employed in low wage-earning roles that are frequently part-time, with Israeli Arab women constituting the lowest wage earners in the Israeli economy. In both sectors there is a large dependence on welfare entitlements with a relatively modest contribution to national tax revenues. This is a particularly salient point for population and economic projections, in that these two sectors demonstrate higher than average birthrates: Negev (or Southern) Israeli Arab and Haredi workers comprise 19% and 7% of the workforce in 2019, respectively, while comprising nearly 50% of the children aged 0–14 in Israel. This presents a significant challenge for the future of the Israeli economy and welfare rolls with the current status quo.

Since the mid-1960s Israel has provided an array of economic benefits to encourage natality, under the assumption that they would contribute to high fertility rates. These benefits include tax subsidies for working parents (predominantly mothers), day care subsidies, reduced working hours for new mothers, and government supported maternity and paternity leave. Expanded child welfare payments, in particular when steadily increased after the first child, resulted in the creation of a culture of large families, with the child subsidy influencing local fertility. Recently, the level of child allowances has been reduced significantly. Yet, other benefits remain that entice natality, including expanded maternity and paternity leave, significantly higher negative income tax for the working poor, exemptions from municipal taxes and military reserve service for large families, etc. In comparison to other countries, however, Israel provides a relatively lean package of child allowance benefits, with striking results. National economic policy discussions consistently keep the question of population growth and the challenges it places on the economic viability of the State as a peripheral topic on the country’s political agenda. Indeed, many economists see population and GDP growth as inextricably linked.
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Normative policy factors. Israel’s strong history of immigration has brought a wide array of ethnic backgrounds together in one country. While a blending of these ethnicities has occurred, there are still distinct differences in foods, music, traditions, ideal family sizes, and relationships which influence behaviors and attitudes. Income inequality creates dynamics in sub-population groups that are important to understand in relation to decisions around fertility. Understanding the role played by religion, culture, and social norms is critical to developing population policies that are respectful of and attentive to the uniqueness and the sensitivities of each sub-population group in Israel. This array of population subgroups, and the need to craft diverse, if not modular, population policies, makes Israel a model for numerous other countries with diverse demographic profiles.

The powerful influence of communal norms is particularly pronounced in terms of fertility patterns in Israel. Demographer Barbara Okun has identified the powerful role of social norms and pressures on an individual’s family size within the national religious (i.e., Modern Orthodox) communities. Her research reveals the power of both overt and covert motivations, suggesting that within this sub-population, what others do, and perceptions of what others think, constitute powerful motivators to have more children. Similarly, immigrants from the former Soviet countries, who have historically preferred smaller families (i.e., one child) are shifting their fertility patterns to align with the social norm of Israeli families with at least three children, a shift that has occurred in just one generation following immigration. Use of contraception during the early years of marriage has also been observed as strongly influenced by religious community norms.

The power of societal norms can also be observed in the surprising shift away from contraception use in Israel and the resulting rise in unintended pregnancies. Astonishingly the only national contraceptive use survey in Israel was conducted in 1987–1988, making accurate assessments of contraceptive use impossible. Nonetheless, it appears that concerns about the long-term safety
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of hormonal contraception use and the absence of widespread awareness of non-hormonal forms of contraception (e.g., copper intrauterine device) have resulted in the declining rate of contraception use. This trend has been observed in commercial pharmacy sales data, albeit not validated officially, via collected data from the Ministry of Health and the country’s health delivery cooperatives.\(^\text{115}\) At the same time, Israel leads the world in providing assisted reproductive technologies as part of the standard basket of health services provided, in striking contrast to the underfunded, or even unfunded, provisioning of birth control.\(^\text{116}\) In short, the macro-problems associated with crowding and high population densities appear to be relevant to individual fertility decisions.

*Environmental policy factors.* Much in line with the international tendency to disconnect environmental concerns from population growth, so too, has Israel yet to address the unsustainable ideology of continued growth within a finite eco system. As Israel’s population grew ten-fold in 70 years, the damage to this tiny country’s environment became egregious. A recently released, definitive report by government and non-government agencies, *The State of Nature in Israel*, documents the resulting loss of habitats critically endangering a range of species.\(^\text{117}\) Israel’s total greenhouse gas emissions have increased steadily, despite modest per capita reductions attained.\(^\text{118}\) The effects can also be seen in surface water resources, landfill capacity and prevalence of noise pollution.\(^\text{119}\) As Israel’s population is predicted to double over the next thirty years, the environmental consequences will become increasingly intolerable.\(^\text{120}\)

Addressing the pressures that population growth places on the State of Israel is complicated by a number of factors. For the Zionist vision it is axiomatic that Israel be a Jewish, democratic state, based on a solid Jewish majority. Historically,
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this necessitated strong natality to counter birthrates both among Israeli Arab citizens and in neighboring Arab countries, as previously discussed. The ongoing presence of representatives of religious parties within the Israeli government inextricably ties religion and the state together, thereby contributing to an official government policy that perceives procreation as sacrosanct. Israeli confidence in techno-salvation creates a sense that science and ingenuity can resolve any challenges, including those brought about by population growth.

The absence of consensus amongst scholars about the role of population growth on the environment in some circles leads to ambivalence. Citizens typically connect to the environment on a visceral level, with little interest in non-monetary valuation of the benefit received from local ecosystems, clean air or water. Predictably, individuals relate to the environment in a personalized manner based on a variety of factors including proximity to and use of nature. These relationships result in a range of different behaviors and opinions about the environment as well as a contrasting valuation of the ecosystem among individuals from different communities. Together, these factors historically converged to push the dialogue about the impact of population growth on the environment and its effect on the future environmental well-being of Israel to the sidelines, if not off the national agenda completely.

This disagreement concerning P-E interactions can be divided into three schools of thought on how the two are related. The first focuses on the precise way population growth stresses the environment (i.e., in a negative and direct manner). The second identifies overconsumption of natural resources and the resulting waste as the core environmental stressors, which can be alleviated by reducing consumption. The third argues that proper economic and social policies, combined with planning and technical innovation, can relieve environmental stress. These perspectives compete in a passionate national debate that inhibits dispassionate engagement in a constructive national dialogue about P-E interactions, so critical for designing sound demographic policy.

Concerns about the negative impacts on society resulting from over-crowding, however, are starting to enter the mainstream news cycle, with a strong focus on inadequate social infrastructures, as reflected in overcrowded hospitals, courts, highways and educational facilities. The environmental ramifications of population growth thus far appear to be less relevant for Israeli’s day-to-day reality and the public’s political priorities.125 Indeed, the emergence of a P-E dialogue is only recent in Israel and it remains extremely limited for a number of reasons. The most common response of the community of urban and regional planners in Israel has been to view population growth as a given or a constraint to which planning and policies must adapt.126 They have never seen the issue as a challenge requiring policy attention in its own right.

General Israeli awareness of population growth as a problem, until recently, has been minimal. Israelis do not see population growth as something that might cause them personal or collective harm, but rather as a sign of sign of successful Jewish sovereignty and something to celebrate.127 Population growth is surely not perceived as a critical factor, responsible for local environmental degradation. Climate change, while widely recognized as a negative global trend, is not a threat that concerns most Israelis. Studying a small cohort of environmentally literate Israeli adults, Carmi and Tal explored the relationship between environmental knowledge and activism with concerns over population growth – or rather the lack thereof – in Israel. They found that even those Israelis sufficiently primed to engage in pro-environmental behaviors do not view population growth as a core environmental problem.128 This conclusion stands in contrast to Macias’ findings elsewhere in the world,129 connecting the level of education and understanding of environmental risks with a willingness to sacrifice as a response to these risks.

Even still, recent research suggests that education may provide a valuable and effective tool to raise awareness about new environmental risks in Israel, such as population size. In particular when teachers are well informed and empowered to raise population issues in their classrooms as part of national
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curricula, increased awareness about the subject was observed. Education alone is hardly a magic bullet for resolving Israel's demographic challenges. But it is an important place to begin.

This of course does not change the fact that Israel’s long-term, high birth rates are economically and environmentally unviable. Israelis are slowly coming to realize the need to address the balance between population size and resource availability as a result of the emergence of sustainable population or zero population groups in the national discourse. Nonetheless, typically, sustainable population advocates prefer to couch their policy recommendations in more sanitized terms which are considered more likely to influence individual decisions and framed to be less culturally abrasive. Such prescriptions include empowering young women educationally and professionally; expanding access to knowledge about family planning and contraception; and reducing subsidies which incentivize large families due to their tendency to encourage unemployment and perpetuate poverty.

Changing the government’s orientation in such areas will undoubtedly still produce powerful political pushback from sundry interest and religious groups. But assuming that Israel makes these policy alterations, other countries who face demographic situations similar to that of Israel’s may be able to turn to the decision and policy making process enacted in Israel as an example of how to include population management in larger, pragmatic, sustainability population policy programs. Israel’s experience can inform policy makers in fellow OECD/developed countries, while serving as a model for emerging countries facing high birthrates as their economic conditions improve.

5. Policies that nudge

This research suggests that implementing tools from behavioral economics, specifically “nudging” toward desired behaviors or empowering the self-agency of an individual, offer the most salient approaches for designing a sustainable population policy for Israel. As a wealthy country (i.e., OECD member), Israel has before it a number of possible tools (in addition to constraints) in order to reach a more sustainable demographic policy outcome. Tools that are associated with behavioral policy interventions, as opposed to traditional command
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and control practices (e.g., one-child policy in China), are highly suitable for implementation in Israel. For example, Israel can consider shifting the default provision of contraception as a standard part of women’s annual health check-ups, ensuring that birth control is fully covered by national health insurance, thereby normalizing its use. In addition, fertility treatment services can be curtailed (although not eliminated for couples without children), while abortion access can be eased. Raising the permissible marriage age from 18 to 20 can delay first births, especially in traditional societies, and contribute to smaller family size. Another less than subtle nudge involves the cancellation of birth grants provided after the birth of a second child. And of course, public service messages can emphasize the psychological and economic benefits of two-child families.

While these and other policy options are available for implementation in Israel, decision makers must first map the social and cultural reality on the ground. The first phase of an effective change in policy demands understanding that the drivers at the level of the individual can have limited efficacy at best. The individual’s sense of powerlessness in the face of dominant, prevailing cultural or societal expectations hinders self-agency and one’s ability to affect change in the face of established, countervailing norms. Self-agency, or the ability of the individual to “influence intentionally one’s own functioning and life circumstances,” is vital to ensuring the intentionality of an individual to act, to influence or to control one’s future. When facing difficulties or challenges, individuals need to believe their actions can make a difference, both as an individual and within the context of their community or society.

Through social comparisons, in order to conform to their society’s expectations, individuals will tend to align their behavior with the collective to ensure their overall well-being. In the absence of self-agency of the individual, collective efficacy (i.e., belief that a group can affect a societal change) may emerge. It is possible to empower collective efficacy much in the same way that self-agency

can be motivated.\footnote{Bandura, “Social cognitive theory for personal and social change,” 75–96.} Due to the “psychology of previous investment,” individuals are wont to change behaviors and are programmed to continue along the same trajectory of the collective even when their individual values differ.\footnote{Tom Butler, “Colossus versus Liberty,” in Life on the Brink: Environmentalists Confront Overpopulation, ed. Philip Cafaro and Eileen Crist (Athens, GA: University of Georgia Press, 2012), 160–171.} In economic terms, this is tantamount to the “sunk cost” of a project that drives continued investment toward a defunct or less than ideal objective. The “project” of nation building is based upon previously invested efforts of childbearing, much of which is a result of the pro-natal policy interventions. This results in the current collective proclivity toward larger families.

Unfortunately, the norms of a community may create unnecessary barriers to realizing self-agency. For example, in the Jewish tradition, the commandment (mitzvah) to “be fruitful and multiply” contains a call for procreation. Orthodox Judaism traditionally views this as a male obligation to fulfill; men are not allowed to decline relations with their wives, although women are allowed to abstain as an acceptable form of birth control.\footnote{Bojana Pinter, Marwan Hakim, Daniel S. Seidman, Ali Kubba, Meera Kishen, and Costantino Di Carlo, “Religion and family planning,” The European Journal of Contraception & Reproductive Health Care 21, No. 6 (2016): 486–495, doi: 10.1080/13625187.2016.1237631.} On the surface, this interpretation appears to empower women and endow them with meaningful self-agency to determine family planning. In reality, the predominance of large family size as a communal norm diminishes a woman’s individual self-agency, given high fertility’s normative power.\footnote{Okun, “Religiosity and fertility,” 475–507.} Okun has identified a tension in Israel’s sub-population groups between the norms of the community and the desires of the individual that result in reduced self-agency for women in decisions related to fertility.\footnote{Ibid., 475–507.}

Recognizing the need for women to both be seen as individuals and members of the collective underscores this challenging dialectic at play.

Israeli society blurs the binary between “choice” and “non-choice” for adults to become parents. It is assumed that Israeli adults wish to become parents and at some phase will attain this “status,” regardless of marital status or sexual preference. The self-agency of the individual is compromised, if not erased, by this blurring. The result is that women, in particular, frequently experience pregnancy and even motherhood on “auto-pilot,” never having the space or tools to reconsider, evaluate, or analyze personal priorities and values. At least anecdotally from Donath’s research, many women became mothers...
against their best intentions, so as to appease their partners and meet society’s expectations.\textsuperscript{142}

Israel faces the daunting task of rethinking a long-standing pro-natal status quo while also carefully considering the possible policy tools that taken together will allow for implementation of a successful population policy. This is not only critical for the future of the State. It can also offer a new policy model for emerging economies with high birthrates.

\textbf{6. Conclusion}

Over the course of 300 years, the global population has grown from 700 million humans in 1700 to more than 7.7 billion in 2019.\textsuperscript{143} Current estimates suggest that the current human population of planet Earth requires 1.75 times the Earth's current resources to survive at current consumption levels.\textsuperscript{144} Present demands for infrastructure, housing, and food strain the carrying capacity of the planet. By 2100, the UN predicts that the population will increase by roughly 50%. It is unlikely that technological advances will be able to provide the necessary solutions to prevent significant damage to local ecosystems and urban environments. In particular, the region of the Middle East is in a zone identified as “resource deficit” indicating that consumption in the region has already increased well beyond the resources available in the region.\textsuperscript{145}

While individuals are the ones who ultimately make the deeply personal choice to have children, it is societies and the centralized governments who bear the responsibility for preserving the natural resources and social infrastructure for a sustainable future. Sustainable development, as defined by the Brundtland Commission, is predicated on the balance between the needs of the present and the ability of future generations to meet their own requirements. Israel's experience suggests that sustainable growth, in the long run, may not be possible.\textsuperscript{146}
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Protecting the environment is a national and inter-generational responsibility that requires the participation of billions of individuals. As the central role of population stability in any future strategy of global sustainability becomes increasingly clear, policy makers must view individuals as critical stakeholders in their environmental efforts who can contribute enormously by changing fertility patterns. At the same time, in the foreseeable future there is little to suggest that environmental protection *per se* will constitute sufficiently compelling motivation for people to change their behavior and influence their family planning.\(^{147}\)

Israel can serve as a case study about how to nudge individuals toward behavior that will ultimately result in reduced population growth rates – growth rates aligning more closely with the limitations of the planet’s available natural resources. Specific measures adopted can provide a road map to developing countries as they begin to develop and shift to a more Western, consumer-oriented economies. And as larger developed countries, such as Canada, Australia and the U.S., begin to feel the negative effects of their mounting population pressures and seek slower demographic growth rates, policies adopted in a Western society like Israel may well be germane. It is critical that we recognize and acknowledge the devastating environmental results that eventually accompany rapid population growth. Acknowledging this ineluctable reality constitutes a vital next step in connecting the objectives of sustainability with population management policies.

Unfortunately, like so many problems with “commons” dynamics, it is unlikely that greater public awareness about the population-environment nexus alone will affect individual motivations and actual fertility decisions. People ultimately opt to increase their own utility, especially when the only thing at stake is an amorphous, imperfect ecological future that is difficult to envision and easy to rationalize away. While the environmental context should not be forgotten, only by convincing the public that its own wellbeing will be enhanced by replacement level fertility will meaningful progress be made in reaching sustainable demographic dynamics on an ever-crowded planet.